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U.S. Public Wary of Biomedical
Technologies to ‘Enhance’ Human
Abilities
Americans are more worried than enthusiastic about using gene editing,
brain chip implants and synthetic blood to change human capabilities

BY CARY FUNK (HTTP://WWW.PEWRESEARCH.ORG/STAFF/CARY-FUNK/) , BRIAN KENNEDY
(HTTP://WWW.PEWINTERNET.ORG/AUTHOR/BKENNEDY/) AND ELIZABETH PODREBARAC SCIUPAC
(HTTP://WWW.PEWINTERNET.ORG/AUTHOR/ESCIUPAC/)

11/2/2016: This report has been revised to include updated data in categorizing white Protestants into the
“white evangelical Protestant” and “white mainline Protestant” categories. Originally, the report relied
partly on data from a previous wave of the American Trends Panel to make these categorizations.

Cutting-edge biomedical technologies that could push the boundaries of human abilities may soon be
available, making people’s minds sharper and their bodies stronger and healthier than ever before. But a
new Pew Research Center survey of U.S. adults shows that majorities greet the possibility of these
breakthroughs with more wariness and worry than enthusiasm and hope.

Many in the general public expect continued scientific and technological innovation, broadly speaking, to
bring helpful change to society. Yet when people are queried about the potential use of emerging
technologies for “human enhancement,” their attitudes are not nearly as affirming.

The survey examines public attitudes about the potential use of three emerging technologies that could
fundamentally improve people’s health, cognitive abilities or physical capacities. The specific examples
were: gene editing to give babies a lifetime with much reduced risk of serious disease
(http://www.pewinternet.org/2016/07/26/u-s-public-opinion-on-the-future-use-of-gene-editing/) , implanting
brain chips to give people a much improved ability to concentrate and process information
(http://www.pewinternet.org/2016/07/26/public-opinion-on-the-future-use-of-brain-implants/) and transfusing
of synthetic blood to give people much greater speed, strength and stamina
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(http://www.pewinternet.org/2016/07/26/the-publics-views-on-the-future-use-of-synthetic-blood-substitutes/) .
These are just three of many enhancements that scientists and bioethicists say could arise from biomedical
technologies now under development. None of the three are currently available for the purpose of enhancing
otherwise healthy babies or adults, though all are in a research and development phase or are being tested in
very limited circumstances for therapeutic uses, such as helping patients to recover from a stroke or spinal
cord injury. (For background see “Human Enhancement: The Scientific and Ethical Dimensions of Striving
for Perfection (http://www.pewinternet.org/2016/07/26/human-enhancement-the-scientific-and-ethical-
dimensions-of-striving-for-perfection/) .”)

When Americans are questioned about the prospect of these specific kinds of enhancements for healthy
people, their views are cautious and often resistant:

Majorities of U.S. adults say they would be “very” or “somewhat” worried about gene editing (68%),
brain chips (69%) and synthetic blood (63%), while no more than half say they would be enthusiastic
about each of these developments. Some people say they would be both enthusiastic and worried, but,
overall, concern outpaces excitement.

More say they would not want enhancements of their brains and their blood (66% and 63%,
respectively) than say they would want them (32% and 35%). U.S. adults are closely split on the
question of whether they would want gene editing to help prevent diseases for their babies (48% would,
50% would not).

http://www.pewinternet.org/2016/07/26/the-publics-views-on-the-future-use-of-synthetic-blood-substitutes/
http://www.pewinternet.org/2016/07/26/human-enhancement-the-scientific-and-ethical-dimensions-of-striving-for-perfection/
http://www.pewinternet.org/?attachment_id=16197
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At least seven-in-ten adults predict each of these new technologies will become available before they
have been fully tested or understood. Some 73% say this about gene editing, while an identical share
says the same about synthetic blood; 74% says this about brain chip implants.

Majorities say these enhancements could exacerbate the divide between haves and have-nots. For
instance, 73% believe inequality will increase if brain chips become available because initially they will
be obtainable only by the wealthy.

In addition, many Americans think recipients of enhancements will feel superior to those who have not
received them; 63% say this about synthetic blood transfusions in particular. By the same token, but
more optimistically, half of Americans or more think recipients of enhancements will feel more
confident about themselves.

Substantial shares say they are not sure whether these interventions are morally acceptable. But among
those who express an opinion, more people say brain and blood enhancements would be morally
unacceptable than say they are acceptable.

More adults say the downsides of brain and blood enhancements would outweigh the benefits for
society than vice versa. Americans are a bit more positive about the possibility of gene editing to reduce
disease; 36% think it will have more benefits than downsides, while 28% think it will have more
downsides than benefits.

Opinion is closely divided when it comes to the fundamental question of whether these potential
developments are “meddling with nature” and cross a line that should not be crossed, or whether they
are “no different” from other ways that humans have tried to better themselves over time.

The survey data show several patterns surrounding Americans’ wariness about these developments. First,
there are strong differences in views about using these technologies for enhancement depending on how
religious people are. In general, the most religious are the most wary about potential enhancements. For
example, those who score high on a three-item index of religious commitment  are more likely than those
who are lower in religious commitment to say all three types of enhancement – gene editing to give babies a
lifetime with much reduced risk of disease, brain chip implants to give people much improved cognitive
abilities and transfusions with synthetic blood to give people much improved physical capacities – would be
meddling with nature and crossing a line that should not be crossed. Americans who have lower levels of
religious commitment are more inclined to see the potential use of these techniques as just the continuation
of a centuries-old quest by humans to try to better themselves.
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(http://www.pewinternet.org/2016/07/26/u-s-public-wary-of-biomedical-technologies-to-enhance-human-
abilities/ps_2016-07-26_human-enhancement-survey_0-03/) Second, people believe that technologies that
would bring more dramatic or extreme changes to human abilities are less acceptable than technologies that
cause less dramatic or temporary changes. For example, 47% of Americans consider the use of synthetic
blood substitutes to improve physical abilities an “appropriate use of technology” if the resulting change to
people’s speed, strength and stamina would be “equal to their own peak abilities.” But if the same

http://www.pewinternet.org/2016/07/26/u-s-public-wary-of-biomedical-technologies-to-enhance-human-abilities/ps_2016-07-26_human-enhancement-survey_0-03/
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enhancement results in physical abilities “far above that of any human known to date,” far fewer (28%) say it
would be an appropriate use of technology. The same pattern occurs as Americans consider the potential use
of gene editing and devices implanted in the brain to augment human abilities.

Third, women tend to be more hesitant than men about wanting the enhancements potentially available
from these cutting-edge technologies. They are also more negative than men in their judgments and
expectations about what such enhancements would mean for society. Interestingly, although majorities of
the public expect these enhancements would lead to increased social inequality, there are, at best, only
modest differences in attitudes about these topics by race, ethnicity, educational level, income or age.

(http://www.pewinternet.org/2016/07/26/u-s-public-wary-of-biomedical-technologies-to-enhance-human-
abilities/ps_2016-07-26_human-enhancement-survey_0-04/) Finally, there are some similarities between what
Americans think about these three potential, future enhancements and their attitudes toward the kinds of
enhancements already widely available today. Many are skeptical about the need for cosmetic procedures
and other current enhancements. For example, 61% of Americans say people are too quick to undergo
cosmetic procedures to change their appearance in ways that are not really important. Roughly a third (34%)

http://www.pewinternet.org/2016/07/26/u-s-public-wary-of-biomedical-technologies-to-enhance-human-abilities/ps_2016-07-26_human-enhancement-survey_0-04/
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say elective cosmetic surgery is “taking technology too far.” And, overall, 54% of U.S. adults say elective
cosmetic surgery leads to both benefits and downsides for society, while 26% express the belief that there
are more downsides than benefits, and just 16% say society receives more benefits than downsides from
cosmetic surgery.

These are some of the key findings from a new nationally representative Pew Research Center survey of
4,726 U.S. adults conducted online and by mail from March 2 to 28, 2016. The margin of sampling error at
the 95% confidence interval for results based on the total sample is plus or minus 2.2 percentage points.

What do we mean by human enhancement?

Human enhancement encompasses a wide range of biomedical interventions intended to increase human
abilities. In simple terms, this means making biochemical, surgical or other changes designed to improve
cognitive, psychological or physical capacities, and can include changes aimed at bettering physical and
mental health. The modern discussion of human enhancement often is traced to an essay by Julian Huxley
in 1957. The essay suggested the human species could “transcend itself” through biological intervention.
Over the millennia, people have tried to improve their abilities by learning, as well as using tools and
gadgets. Enhancement is different from those attempts at human betterment because it involves biomedical
intervention in the body to notch up a person’s capabilities.

Many also think about human enhancement as distinct from therapeutic interventions. Thus, medical
treatments aimed at restoring a person’s ability to see or hear – for example, to regain motor control after a
stroke or spinal cord injury – would stand in contrast to enhancing abilities in otherwise healthy and well-
functioning people beyond their current capacities (or some typical level).  The line between therapy and
enhancement often is blurry, but this distinction provides a framework for thinking about human
enhancement in everyday terms.

Although the phrase “human enhancement” is used primarily by ethicists, there are numerous
enhancements available today. Examples include: anabolic steroids used to promote muscle development;
reproductive technologies, including tubal ligation and vasectomies to increase human control over the
reproductive system; and an array of cosmetic interventions to change people’s physical characteristics. Two
widely available cognitive enhancements include the (off-label) use of modafinil and Ritalin
(methylphenidate) to stimulate a person’s focus, concentration or memory. Some also consider vaccines a
form of enhancement aimed at making people healthier by reducing the probability of disease, although
others consider vaccines to be firmly rooted in medical or therapeutic treatment, not enhancement.

Until now, biomedical scientists have had the capacity to make only relatively modest enhancements in
people. However, the convergence of innovations in biotechnology, nanotechnology, information technology
and other fields is raising the possibility that future enhancements could enable much more dramatic
changes to human abilities. The pace of innovation is difficult to predict and sometimes takes much of the
scientific community, let alone the broader public, by surprise. The development of CRISPR, a gene-editing
technique, is one example in which potentially far-reaching techniques evolved very rapidly, within the
space of just a few years.
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Pew Research Center rooted much of this study in exploring public attitudes about breakthroughs that could
expand the boundaries of human limits, potentially creating even healthier, stronger and smarter humans.
In particular, the study focuses on U.S. public reactions to three potential kinds of enhancement: gene
editing to give a healthy baby a much reduced risk of serious diseases and conditions over their lifetime,
implanting a computer chip in the brain to give a healthy person a much improved ability to concentrate and
process information, and using synthetic blood substitutes to give a healthy person much greater speed,
strength and stamina. (For comparison, survey respondents also were asked about a number of procedures,
such as elective cosmetic surgery, that are widely available today.)

The three future-oriented scenarios are meant to reflect the range of enhancements being discussed by
scientists and others as potentially on the horizon, but it is by no means an exhaustive list.  None of the
techniques behind these ideas is being used for “enhancing purposes” today, although all exist in some form
of development for therapeutic or medical applications. They were chosen in part because they each raise
potentially enticing prospects. What if we, as a society, could virtually do away with illness? What if humans
could all raise their thinking capacity manyfold? And what if synthetic “super blood” could boost physical
prowess to “superman” and “superwoman” levels?

Whatever appeal these ideas may have, they also raise fundamental questions about what it means to be
human. From the earliest days of civilization, people have sought to better their condition through the use of
tools, medications, surgeries and other therapies. But as new scientific and technological breakthroughs
arise, so do questions about whether such developments move beyond limits set by God, nature or reason.
Thus, this research is aimed in part at understanding where, if at all, the public might “draw the line” on
human enhancements and the possibilities they could bring to society.

Talking through the potential benefits and costs of human enhancement: A report from six focus
groups
To enrich the survey findings, Pew Research Center conducted six focus group discussions around the
country. “American Voices on Ways Human Enhancement Could Shape Our Future
(http://www.pewinternet.org/2016/07/26/american-voices-on-ways-human-enhancement-could-shape-our-future/) ”
examines the themes that arose in these discussions, many of which focused on where to draw the moral and
ethical boundaries when considering scientific breakthroughs that could enhance human capabilities.

Many felt that while no effort should be spared to help the sick, society should proceed with
caution before allowing biomedical advancements to boost the capacities of healthy people,
fearing a slippery slope toward the creation of “superhumans” or human “robots.”

While each of these enhancements could be seen as humans “playing God,” some participants
argued that these biomedical advances can be morally justified because God intended for
humans to make the most of their abilities and to better humankind.

Potential risks and abuses of these enhancements highlight the need for oversight; many
thought the guideposts for regulations should be “do no harm” and “be fair.”

There was broad consensus that no enhancement should ever be imposed on anyone against his
or her will.
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The calculations and guideposts people use have a distinctive character depending on type of
enhancement.

For more detailed results and quotes from these in-depth discussions, see the accompanying report
(http://www.pewinternet.org/2016/07/26/american-voices-on-ways-human-enhancement-could-shape-our-future/) .

1. On this index, those who attend worship services at least weekly, pray at least once a day and say religion is very important in their lives are
classified as high in religious commitment. Those low in commitment say religion is not too or not at all important in their lives, that they
seldom or never attend worship services and seldom or never pray. All others are classified as exhibiting a medium level of religious
commitment. ↩

2. Findings about enhancements available today were collected April 5 to May 2, 2016, with 4,685 U.S. adults. See the Methodology for more
details. ↩

3. Julian Huxley, 1957. “Transhumanism.” See also Pew Research Center’s 2016 report, “Human Enhancement: The Scientific and Ethical
Dimensions of Striving for Perfection” ↩

4. For more on definitions and understanding of the term see Bostrom, Nick, and Rebecca Roach. 2008. “Ethical Issues in Human
Enhancement” in Jesper Ryberg, Thomas Petersen and Clark Wolf, eds., “New Waves in Applied Ethics.” Also see Savulescu, Julian, Anders
Sandberg and Guy Kahance., eds., 2011. “Well-Being and Enhancement” in “Enhancing Human Capacities.” Also see Allhoff, Fritz, Patrick
Lin, James Moor, and John Weckert, 2009. “Ethics in Human Enhancement: 25 Questions and Answers.” Report prepared for the National
Science Foundation. ↩

5. Bostrom, Nick, and Rebecca Roach. 2008. “Ethical Issues in Human Enhancement” in Jesper Ryberg, Thomas Petersen and Clark Wolf, eds.,
“New Waves in Applied Ethics.” ↩

6. A 2013 Pew Research Center report focused on Americans’ and experts’ views about a related idea: the possibility that medical advances
coming in the future could slow the aging process and allow people to live, on average, decades longer. Both that report and this one are
part of the Center’s ongoing work in emerging biotechnological developments that could raise broad social, ethical and religious challenges
for society. ↩
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